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Networks

 Left: General form of an unstructured network of interconnected nodes. Each
node, represented by a circle, has an associated activation value at each point in
time, and each connection, represented by a line, has an associated weight, that
controls the amount of activation that may flow between the nodes it connects.
The arrows indicate the direction of activation flow between nodes.

Middle: Layered network in which groups of nodes, enclosed by dashed lines, are
taken to represent levels of information processing of special interest. The flow of
information in this network is restricted to unidirectional, bottom to top layer, and
there are no direct connections between nonadjacent layers.

Right: Shorthand representation in which arrows between layers signify full
connectivity between all node pairs of the two connected layers.
Dashed boxes enclose an arbitrary number of nodes and are labeled by their functional
role in the model as “input,” “output,” and “hidden” (from the external environment).
Training of such networks to map a set of input vectors (i.e., pattern of activation on the
input layer of nodes) to output vectors is often done by adjusting the connection weights
depending on the difference between actual and desired output for each input pattern. A
special algorithm, called back propagation, is used to compute the relative contribution
of each connection weight to the final output beginning with the output layer and
proceeding backwards by taking into account the connectivity and activation levels at
each stage.

From Athanassios Protopapas (1999)
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TRACE (McClelland, Elman, Rumelhart’86)
• Structured as a connectionist

model (a set of interconnected
nodes) of how we hear words:

– 1st layer: feature nodes
–  2nd layer: phoneme nodes
– 3rd layer: word nodes
– inhibitory connections in nodes in

the same layer (competition)
– bidirectional connections

(bottom-up and top-down) in
nodes in different layers

voice
vowel

cons.

p
o

l
b

liq.

pole lob
ball

Pros and cons
• Features of the TRACE model:

– Does not require knowing where the left edge of the word is
– Can “recover” if a given segment (even the first one) is missed
– Bidirectional connections account for phoneme restoration & other

contextual effects on speech recognition
– Predicts a lot of top-down information flow; should permeate all

levels of word recognition.
• Is context so strong?
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Testing TRACE
• Marslen-Wilson and Warren (1994) evidence against lateral inhibition. They

created cross-spliced word sequences
–  whose initial portion had been excised from another token of the same word

(e.g., jo(b) + (jo)b, W1W1 sequence),
– from another existing word (e.g., jo(g) + (jo)b, W2W1 sequence),
–  or from a nonword (e.g., jo(d) + (jo)b, N3W1 sequence).

• In the W2W1 (jo(g)b) and N3W1 (jo(d)b) sequences, formant transitions in the
vowel provide misleading information about the place of articulation of the
following consonant (subcategorical phonetic mismatches (Streeter & Nigro,
1979; Whalen, 1984, 1991)).

• If lexical candidates inhibit one another as predicted by TRACE, lexical
decisions to words with subcategorical mismatches crossspliced from words
should be slower than lexical decisions to the words cross-spliced from
nonwords.

• No such effect although TRACE simulation predicts it


